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sleeping rough have been deliberately hit or kicked or experienced some 

other form of violence while homeless.3

2.4 Research that projects future homelessness in Wales and Britain shows 

increases in rough sleeping and other types of homelessness: 4 

Graph 1: future projected homeless households by type in Wales 
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Comments on the committee's terms of reference points 

Effectiveness of Part 2 of the Housing (Wales) Act in preventing rough 

sleeping 

The Crisis and Joseph Rowntree Foundation's latest homelessness monitor 

report for Wales found the "overwhelming consensus" is that the new 

prevention system brought about by the Housing (Wales) Act 2014 has had 

many positive effects in preventing homelessness. Around two-thirds of 

households are seeing their homelessness successfully prevented. 

However, the report estimated an increase of between 16 to 30 per cent in 

rough sleeping over the year to 2016.5

The monitor also found a wider group of households that are legally 

homeless but their problems are 'unsuccessfully relieved' by local authority 

assistance and furthermore they are deemed 'non-priority need' cases. In 

3 Sanders, B. & Albanese, F. (2016) "It's no life at all". Rough sleepers' experiences of violence and

abuse on the streets of England and Wales. London: Crisis - https://www.crisis.org.uk/ending

homelessness/homelessness-knowledge-hub/types-of-homelessness/its-no-life-at-all-2016/ 
4 Bramley, G. (2017) Homelessness projections: Core homelessness in Great Britain, London: Crisis. 
5 Homelessness Monitor: Wales 2017, p57
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Graph 2: rough sleeping rate (per 10k population) by LA 
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Graph 3: Local authority perceptions on change in overall homelessness 

demand 2015-2017 - breakdown by LA type 
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3.6 We note also that Welsh Government is working with The Walhch to 

develop a system for improved measurement of rough sleeping 

throughout the year, which will be very welcome. 

Causes of rough sleeping and the apparent recent increases in rough 

sleeping 

3.7 The lack of detailed data makes it difficult to fully explain the causes behind 

the apparent increase. However, the survey and interview work found a 

range of causes mentioned, for example: 

"An increase of European Economic Area (EEA) nationals {ineligible 

for mainstream welfare benefits], welfare reform, budget cuts to 

support services, {and] clients arriving from other boroughs due to 

lack of provision in their own area ... " 8

(Urban local authority respondent, 2017) 

3.8 Looking forward, Crisis' homelessness projection numbers published in 

2017 found that all forms of core homelessness, including rough sleeping, 

were projected to get worse in the coming decades across Britain as a 
whole and in each individual nation. 

3.9 The projections research found the most important driver of homelessness 

in all its forms is poverty. Other drivers include: availability and affordability 

of accommodation; the extent to which prevention measures are used; 

and the demographics of people experiencing homelessness. Using a series 

of 'what if scenarios the research showed that cessation of welfare cuts 

and that focused prevention activity can make an impact on levels of core 

homelessness but this is limited if not accompanied by investment in 
affordable and accessible housing supply.9

3.10 Cymorth research into the causes of homelessness found that 33 per cent 

of homeless people surveyed stated their current homelessness was 

caused, at least in part, due to a health problem (including drug/alcohol 

problems although almost two-thirds of people reported using neither 
drugs nor alcohol).10

8 Homelessness Monitor: Wales 2017, p57 
9 Bramley, G. (2017) Homelessness projections.· Core homelessness in Great Britain, London: Crisis. 
10 Cymorth Cymru. (2017) Health matters.· the health needs of homeless people in Wales. 
http://www.cymorthcymru.org.uk/files/1515/0108/8821/Cymorth_Cymru_Health_Matters_report.p 
df 
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3.14 While there is clearly a role for suitably used emergency accommodation 

the international evidence review for Crisis has observed that international 

homelessness experts conclude " ... shelters should only have a role if stays 

could be limited to exceptionally short periods ... "12 Providing temporary

accommodation for people with nowhere safe to stay is a key part of the 

current homelessness prevention system. 

About Crisis 

Crisis is the national charity for homeless people. We work in England, Scotland 

and Wales providing support for homeless people and campaigning for change. 

Our team in South Wales provides education, training and support for homeless 

people. We carry out research to understand homelessness in Wales and 

campaign for the changes needed to end it for good. 

For further information please contact: 

Nick Morris, Policy and Communications Manager (Wales) 

12 Ending rough sleeping. what works? p.xi 
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